ILTA is pleased to share our latest Content Briefing Series! This list of content, created by your peers, will help keep you informed about the latest trends, best practices, new products, and more. You will receive an email every quarter as a summary of what ILTAns have created during the past three months. They are scheduled for each quarter.
- Designing your Project with Adoption in Mind
- Financial Systems Selection and Implementation Recap Article
- Trainers Talk - The Evolving Role of Trainers
- How to Measure Hard-to-Measure Project Success Factors
- What Are the Best Ways to Drive Adoption and Reduce the Risk of Resistance to Change?
- Navigating Change Inside Law
- The Data Science Process
- Assessing Risk in Today’s Digital Transformation Projects
- Trends in Legal Project Management
- AI Case Studies Recap
- AI Efficacy For The Legal Industry Event Recap
- Resources for Getting Started With Machine Learning
- What do Great Collaborations Between IT and Marketing Look Like?
- GDPR, One Year Later!
- Full Machine Learning Experiment Using Historical IPO Data - Source Code Included
- Recap of Data Privacy ILTACON Sessions
- Content Integration: The Key to Unlocking Data from Your CRM
- The OCG Compliance Revolution is Here - Do Your Part
- Leveraging Artificial Intelligence to Populate Knowledge Management Responsibilities
- Leveraging Technology to Populate KM Repository
- Cleaning Up Your CRM Data, Ideas to Get You Started

WANT TO SEE CONTENT DEVELOPED ON A CERTAIN TOPIC? SUBMIT YOUR IDEA HERE!
• Apply Lean Principles to Legal: Legal Project Management
• Instant Messaging/Disappearing Text Apps
• Microsoft Teams and the Impact on Litigation
• AI Chatbots and the AI Landscape: How to Use AI and Business Cases for In-House
• Tools, Tips & Tricks: Relativity from an Attorney’s Perspective
• Tools, Tips & Tricks: Making the Move to the RelativityOne Cloud
• Tools, Tips & Tricks: Relativity - Am I Certifiable?
• Rollout Do’s and Don’ts (Virtual Roundtable)
• Peer to Peer, Summer, Part 2 CEO Podcast
• Women Who Lead: Brianna Leung
• Women Who Lead: Catherine Monte
• Peer to Peer, Summer, Part 2 Article Podcast, Kenny Leckie
• Peer to Peer Summer, Part 2 Article Podcast, Ryan Steadman
• Peer to Peer Summer, Part 2 Article Podcast, David Carn
• ILTACON Highlight Podcast: New to ILTACON
• Peer to Peer, Fall Issue CEO Podcast
● Peer to Peer, Fall Article Podcast, Serena Wellen
● Women Who Lead: Karen Allen
● Women Who Lead: Susan Keno
● Women Who Lead: Berys Amor
● ILTACON/WWL Podcast: Carly Prellwitz
● What Went Wrong: Seth Silapasvang
● Joe Davis and Karen Allen
● ILTACON/WWL Podcast: Carly Prellwitz
● Bleeding Edge Podcasts: #2, #3, #4
• Summer issue, *Peer to Peer, Part 2*
• Fall issue, *Peer to Peer*
• Project Management Mini White Paper and Survey
• Litigation and Practice Support Mini White Paper
• 2019 Compensation Survey (Joint ALA/LMA/ILTA Publication)
• 2019 Technology Survey (Executive Summary)
WEBINARS

- Information Sharing, a Security Imperative
- Building the A Team (Australian Webinar)
- Crossing the Chasm to a Modern Messaging Platform
- Power Business Intelligence - 101
- Stop the Email Madness - Slack
- Oh Documents, Where Art Thou?
- DMS - Is a Requirement?
- To Cloud or Not to Cloud
- Blockchain and Ediscovery Series, Part 2: Forensics - Getting in the Weeds from an Expert Perspective
- Legal Business Process Disruption: Automate or Outsource
- California Consumer Privacy Act Compliance From a Marketing Perspective
- Applied Design Thinking for Legal Service Delivery
- Kill the Rat Pack
- Capturing Non-Traditional Communications
- iManage Resource Training
- TED Talk - Conveying the Value of Litigation Support
• ILTACON 2019: Monday Sessions (August 19)
• Monday Keynote: Harnessing Innovation: Turning Raw Ideas Into Powerful Results
• ILTACON 2019: Tuesday Sessions (August 20)
• Tuesday General Session: Is Disruption a Threat or an Opportunity?
• ILTACON 2019: Wednesday Sessions (August 21)
• Wednesday Keynote: How To Motivate Yourself and Others
• ILTACON 2019: Thursday Sessions (August 22)